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HERITAGE PRESERVATION APPLICATION SUMMARY
Property Location:

4736 Dupont Avenue South

Project Name:

Window replacement

Prepared By:

Sheila Vemmer, Senior City Planner, (612) 673-3728

Applicant:

Miller Dunwiddie/Kelly Mastin

Project Contact:

Miller Dunwiddie/Kelly Mastin

Ward:

13

Neighborhood:

Lynnhurst

Request:

To replace twelve (12) original windows with fiberglass and aluminum clad wood
windows, to replace twelve (12) storm windows.

Required Applications:
Certificate of
Appropriateness

To replace twelve (12) original windows with fiberglass and aluminum clad
wood windows, to replace twelve (12) storm windows.

HISTORIC PROPERTY INFORMATION
Current Name

George M. Drake House

Historic Name

George M. Drake House

Historic Address

4736 Dupont Avenue South

Original Construction Date

1922

Original Architect

Liebenberg, Kaplan & Martin

Original Builder

Johnson, Drake & Piper

Original Engineer

N/A

Historic Use

Single Family Dwelling

Current Use

Single Family Dwelling

Date Application Deemed Complete

August 31, 2020

Date Extension Letter Sent

n/a

End of 60-Day Decision Period

October 30, 2020

End of 120-Day Decision Period

n/a

Department of Community Planning and Economic Development
PLAN11595

CLASSIFICATION
Local Historic District

Lynnhurst Residential Historic District

Period of Significance

1893-1937

Criteria of Significance

(3) The property contains or is associated with distinctive elements of
city or neighborhood identity.
(4) The property embodies the distinctive characteristics of an
architectural or engineering type or style, or method of construction.
(5) The property exemplifies a landscape design or development pattern
distinguished by innovation, rarity, uniqueness or quality of design or
detail.

Date of Local Designation

July 31, 2020

Date of National Register Listing

N/A

Applicable Design Guidelines

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

SUMMARY
BACKGROUND.
4736 Dupont Avenue is located on a large lot on the west side of the 4700 block of Dupont Avenue. A single-family
home with tuck-under garage at the rear of the building, the house is set back from the public right-of-way by a
wide lawn at the east of the property. The Classical Revival style residence was designed by the architecture firm
of Liebenberg, Kaplan & Mart for George M. Drake and constructed by Johnson, Drake & Piper in 1922.
The brick building is two stories with a side-gabled roof with dormer windows, a small addition to the north, and
period appropriate windows. The main entrance is centered on the primary façade. A classical entry portico is
supported by columns; the front door is flanked by sidelights and has an arch topped transom above. The entry
is flanked by decorative arched openings in which the windows are centered. The second level includes
symmetrically placed double-hung, divided-light wood windows with shutters. Three dormers are spaced evenly
along the roof.
The south façade is visible from the street. It includes a secondary entry addition. Evenly spaced rectangular
double-hung wood windows are located on the first and second levels; arch topped windows are centered on the
attic level.
The Lynnhurst Residential Historic District is historically significant for its association with a distinctive pattern of
development in the area east of Lake Harriet and for its representation of residential architectural styles of the
early twentieth century. The district is bound by 46th Street West on the north, Dupont Avenue South on the east,
48th Street West on the south, and both sides of Fremont Avenue South on the west. The boundaries of the
district enclose a contiguous area that retains a high level of historic and material integrity. The Lynnhurst
Residential Historic District was designated at City Council on July 31, 2020.
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APPLICANT’S PROPOSAL. The applicant is proposing to replace twelve (12) original wood windows on the home.
Four of the proposed replacement windows are located on the second floor of the primary (east) façade. The
existing original wood double-hung windows will be replaced with Marvin Infinity (fiberglass) double-hung
windows. The Marvin windows have been designed to closely match existing replacement Andersen Renewal
windows in other fenestrations on the home. An exterior simulated four-over-two muntin pattern will be applied
to match the original muntin pattern on the top sash.
Two double-hung wood windows located on the side facades (north and south) towards the front of the second
floor will be replaced with Marvin Ultimate Clad (aluminum clad wood) double-hung insert windows to match
existing replacement windows in adjacent openings within the same room. Existing interior and exterior trim will
remain. An exterior simulated four-over-two muntin pattern will be applied to match the original muntin pattern
on the top sash. Four windows on the second-floor, rear (west) façade of the home will also be replaced with the
same product.
Existing non-original storm windows on the front and sides of the home will be removed and replaced with
MonRay 504-DH for ST-2 double-hung flush frame aluminum storm windows. Existing non-original storm windows
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at the rear of the home will be removed and replaced with MonRay 604-DH for ST-1 double-hung recessed frame
aluminum storm windows. Storm window stile and rail sizing to be as close to primary window sizing as possible
while still allowing removal from inside the house, per MAC guidelines.
PUBLIC COMMENTS. No public comments have been received. Any correspondence received prior to the public
meeting will be forwarded on to the Heritage Preservation Commission for consideration.

ANALYSIS
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
The Department of Community Planning and Economic Development has analyzed the application to allow the
replacement twelve (12) original windows and twelve (12) storm windows based on the following findings:
1. The alteration is compatible with the designation of the landmark or historic district, including the period and
criteria of significance.
The building is a contributing resource in the Lynnhurst Residential Historic District. The district is significant
for its association with a distinctive pattern of development in the area east of Lake Harriet and for its
representation of residential architectural styles of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and
retains a very high level of historic and material integrity. Out of the city’s nineteen historic districts, the
Lynnhurst Residential Historic District retains the highest amount of contributing to non-contributing
properties - 65 out of 66 properties.
The project proposes to remove original historic wood windows on the front, side, and rear elevations, and
install synthetic replacements to match the existing replacement windows on the house. While the district’s
period and criteria of significance will remain unchanged, the proposed project will alter original historic
material that is not deteriorated. As such, the alteration is not compatible with a historic district that has such
high historic material integrity.
2. The alteration will ensure the continued integrity of the landmark or historic district.
The proposed window replacements at 4736 Dupont Avenue South will not negatively impact the integrity of
location, setting, feeling, design and association. The proposed window replacements will negatively impact
the property’s integrity of materials and workmanship as historic wood, divided-lite windows are a major
character defining feature of the building. Replacing wood with synthetic materials that don’t convey the
depth or shadow lines of the property will alter the integrity of the Classical Revival style house, though it will
not alter it to the degree that the house will be non-contributing. The proposed storm windows are
compatible.
3. The alteration is consistent with the applicable design guidelines adopted by the commission.
No design guidelines have been adopted for the historic district; therefore, staff refers to The Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties as the guiding document until design guidelines
have been developed.
4. The alteration is consistent with the applicable recommendations contained in The Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
The proposed scope of work calls for the removal of twelve (12) original wood, true divided lite windows, four
(4) of which are on the front (east) façade, two (2) of which on the second level of the side elevations near
the front corner, and replacement of storm windows. This scope constitutes the removal of distinctive
features, finishes and construction techniques/examples of craftsmanship, which is in violation of Standard
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No. 5. Removed features and finishes will be replaced by synthetic materials in violation of Standard No. 6.
Fifty percent of the proposed replacements on the front and front corners, both highly visible portions of the
house. As such, construction techniques defined by the period of significance and evident on the home will
be lost.
Contrary to what is recommended under Standard No. 6, the applicant has stated the need for replacement
is not because of deterioration but for soundproofing due to increased air traffic.
Per the “Tips for Insulating Your Home Against Aircraft Noise,” provided by the Metropolitan Airports
Commission Noise Program Office, “A home’s interior noise level can be reduced through differing degrees of
treatment. For instance, some homes may only need their windows or doors re‐conditioned, while others may
need all new windows or a combination of the two. To ensure the tightness necessary to achieve an STC 40
rating, homeowners may be able to re‐condition their home’s existing prime windows or doors by:
•

Re‐glazing panes that are loose

•

Replacing cracked or broken panes

•

Installing weather stripping (both windows and doors)

•

Adding insulation to weight cavities

•

Installing vinyl jamb liners

•

Trimming sides of existing sashes to fit with new jamb liners

“In more severe cases, complete replacement of window sashes or the entire window or door may be
necessary. The MAC’s research showed that adding an operable acoustic storm window to a tight‐fitting prime
window result in an STC rating of 40. (A typical window with storm can provide an STC rating between 27 and
30.)”
As conditioned by staff, the proposed window replacements will be in conformance with the Standards by
retaining the historic character of the property while allowing updates to less visible facades of the home.
5. The alteration is consistent with the spirit and intent of the preservation ordinance, the applicable policies of
the comprehensive plan, and the applicable preservation policies in small area plans adopted by the city
council.
The following policies and action steps from Minneapolis 2040 (2020) apply to the proposed project:
Policy 47. Housing Quality: Ensure the preservation and maintenance of existing housing.
a. Promote the long-term retention of housing through maintenance.
Policy 60. Intrinsic Value of Properties: Increase the awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the
economic and intrinsic value of older properties important to the city’s heritage.
a. Recognize and promote the value of the built environment and landscape as an asset that enhances
community identity and a sense of place.
b. Encourage the rehabilitation of buildings and landscapes that are important to the city’s heritage to
stimulate economic activity, house our cultural corridors, act as business and arts incubators, and
provide sustainable development.
Policy 93. Stewarding Historic Properties: Preserve, maintain and encourage the adaptive reuse of
historic districts, landmarks, and historic resources, especially in locations that historically have
experienced disinvestment.
a. Protect historic resources from alterations that are not sensitive to their historic significance.
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d. Ensure maintenance of properties through regulatory enforcement of City code, specifically as it
relates to historic resources.
Staff Comments: As conditioned, the proposed alterations will allow the homeowners to perform
maintenance on their home necessary to reduce sound pollution inside their home.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Department of Community Planning and Economic Development recommends that the Heritage Preservation
Commission adopt staff findings for the application by Miller Dunwiddie/Kelly Mastin for the property located at
4736 Dupont Avenue South in the Lynnhurst Residential Historic District:
A. Certificate of Appropriateness.
Recommended motion: Approve the Certificate of Appropriateness to replace twelve (12) original
windows with fiberglass and aluminum clad wood windows and to replace twelve (12) storm windows,
subject to the following conditions:
1. The four (4) original wood windows on the front elevation of the house shall be repaired and not
replaced.
2. The two (2) original wood windows on the second floor of the side elevations shall be repaired and
not replaced.
3. By ordinance, approvals are valid for a period of two years from the date of the decision unless
required permits are obtained and the action approved is substantially begun and proceeds in a
continuous basis toward completion. Upon written request and for good cause, the planning
director may grant up to a one-year extension if the request is made in writing no later than October
13, 2022.
4. By ordinance, all approvals granted in this certificate of appropriateness shall remain in effect as
long as all of the conditions and guarantees of such approvals are observed. Failure to comply with
such conditions and guarantees shall constitute a violation of this certificate of appropriateness and
may result in termination of the approval.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Oblique aerial photo
Written description and findings submitted by applicant
Site plan
Photos
Storm window schematics
Replacement window schematic
Marvin Infinity brochure
Marvin Ultimate Clad brochure
MonRay storm window brochure
“Tips for Insulating Your Home Against Aircraft Noise”
Approved Noise Mitigation Products
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MEMORANDUM
Date:

9/1/2020

Project:

MAC Noise Mitigation Program
Miller Dunwiddie Project No. MAC1603

RE:

4736 Dupont Avenue S

To:

Sheila Vemmer
Andrea Burke

From:

Kelly Mastin
Tom Hoffoss

The house located at 4736 Dupont Avenue S is scheduled to receive a combination of replacement
primary and storm windows as part of the Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) Noise Mitigation
Program. In total, 12 openings will be affected. This home is located in the recently designated
Lynnhurst Residential Historic District.
Attached you will find a CNC application, basic outline of the first and second floor plates with window
locations identified by number, photographs of each elevation with windows numbered, interior and
exterior of window, and product data.
The treatments at each opening are described below, with the number of the window affected:
Windows 1 - 4:
•

Windows 1 - 4 are located on the side facades, towards the rear of the first floor of the home.

•

Primary window: Existing original double-hung windows will be replaced with Marvin Ultimate
Clad double-hung insert windows, to match existing replacement windows in adjacent
openings within the same room. Existing interior and exterior trim will remain. A simulated grid
pattern will be applied to match the original grid pattern – a four-over-two pattern on the top
sash. Exterior aluminum cladding finish to match existing; interior wood window stained to
match existing. (See attached drawing sheet W13 for similar details, note insert window is
wood with aluminum cladding, not vinyl as shown in MAC sound abatement project standard
detail.)

•

Storm window: Existing non-original storm windows will be removed and replaced with MonRay ST-1 storms. Finish to match existing. The storms will be mounted into the track of the new
Marvin primary windows. (See attached drawing sheet W10 for details.) Storm window stile
and rail sizing to be as close to primary window sizing as possible while still allowing removal
from inside the house, per MAC guidelines.

Windows 5 - 12:
•

Windows 5 – 8 are located on the primary façade, windows 9 and 12 are located on the side
facades, windows 10 and 11 are located on the rear façade. All windows are on the second
floor.

•

Primary window: Existing original double-hung windows will be replaced with Marvin Infinity
double-hung windows, to closely match existing replacement Andersen Renewal windows in
other openings. A simulated grid pattern will be applied to match the original grid pattern – a
four-over-two pattern on the top sash. Exterior fiberglass finish to match existing; interior to be

HPC COA Application
MAC1603 | 4736 Dupont Ave S

September 1, 2020
2

engineered wood stained to match existing. (See attached drawing sheet W13 for similar
details, note that Infinity is a fiberglass product, not vinyl as shown in MAC sound abatement
project standard detail.)
•

Storm window: Existing non-original storm windows will be removed and replaced with MonRay ST-2 storms. The storms will be mounted flush with the existing exterior trim. Finish to match
existing. (See attached drawing W09 for details.) Storm window stile and rail sizing to be as
close to primary window sizing as possible while still allowing removal from inside the house, per
MAC guidelines.

It is understood by the project team that it is a concern to replace existing primary windows within a
historic district, especially those on the primary elevation. It is worth noting that the project scope was
developed with the homeowners in 2019, prior to the announcement of the Lynnhurst study. The sound
abatement project was put on hold until the conclusion of the study to wait on its findings.
For this property, the construction project manager met with the homeowner to determine the scope
of work within the allocated budget. Four windows on the primary façade - windows 5-8, in three
upstairs bedrooms - were selected as part of the plan to reduce airplane noise where it was most
impactful for the homeowners.
The MAC Noise Mitigation project is the result of a lawsuit brought by communities impacted by flight
paths of the Minneapolis-St. Paul Airport. To meet the requirements of the settlement, when the entire
home is treated, sound impacting the home must be reduced by 5 db. New acoustic rated windows
with new storms in combination with insulation treatments provide an effective sound reduction that
meets the requirements of the settlement in multiple ways:
•

Effective gaskets and tight seals at new windows reduce sound transmissions. Air sealing is key:
Any hole air can pass through sound flows through too.

•

New glazing allows better control over varying thickness of glass. When primary and storm
windows have different thicknesses of glass, sound vibration is reduced, which in turn reduces
the sound transmittance (if they are the same thickness they vibrate at the same frequency
and the sound transfers easily).

Replacement primary windows were selected to resemble the existing as closely as possible, and the
flush mounted ST-2 storm windows will more closely remember a historic storm window than the nonoriginal storm currently in its place, like the original first floor storm windows on the primary façade still
in place.

Attachments:
COA application
Floor plans
House elevation photos
Detail drawings
Product data for:
•

Marvin Infinity window

•

Marvin Ultimate Clad insert window

•

Mon-Ray storm window ST-1 and ST-2

NSN19148 4736 Dupont Ave S

NSN19148 4736 Dupont Ave S

NSN19148 4736 Dupont Ave S

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOWS 1 AND 2:

September 1, 2020
1

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603

September 1, 2020
2

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOWS 3 AND 4:

September 1, 2020
3

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOW 5:

September 1, 2020
4

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603

September 1, 2020
5

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOWS 6 AND 7:

September 1, 2020
6

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603

September 1, 2020
7

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOW 8:

September 1, 2020
8

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOW 9:

September 1, 2020
9

4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
PHOTOS OF WINDOWS 10 AND 11:

September 1, 2020
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4736 Dupont Ave
HPC COA APPLICATION – MAC1603
5

6

7

8

Primary elevation north end
(window 8 on second floor):
Note original flush storm at first
floor and non-original
replacement storm at second.
New primary windows at
openings 5 through 8 at second
floor will replicated same 4over-2 grid at upper sash. New
storm window ST-2 proposed for
second floor will be flush
mounted, providing a more
historically appropriate
appearance to match first floor.

September 1, 2020
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@ windows 5-12

@ windows 1-4

windows 1-4:
Marvin UC,
wood with
aluminum
cladding
windows 5-12:
Marvin Infinity,
fiberglass

Window Styles
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Ultimate Casement

Ultimate Awning

Ultimate Push Out Casement

Ultimate Push Out Awning

Ultimate Double Hung Next Generation

Ultimate Glider

Ultimate Venting Picture

Magnum Tilt Turn

Magnum Hopper

Round Top/Polygon Direct Glaze

Ultimate French Casement

Ultimate Push Out French Casement

Windows

Marvin Owner's Manual

Clad Window Installation
Standard Wood Frame Construction

These instructions are applicable for the following aluminum clad window products:
Clad Ultimate Casement Family

Clad Round Top

Clad Tilt-Turn/Inswing Casement/Hopper

Clad Polygon

Clad Ultimate Double Hung Next Generation Family

Clad Glider

ABSTRACT: Please read these instructions in their entirety before beginning to install your Marvin
window product. These installation instructions demonstrate the installation of a Marvin aluminum clad window in
new wood frame construction using an industry approved water management system. For installation using other
construction methods, such as remodeling, replacement, and recessed openings refer to “ASTM E2112-01,
Standard Practice for Installation of Exterior Windows, Doors and Skylights,” for installation suggestions.
Information for ASTM E2112 can be found on the ASTM website, www.astm.org.
For product specific issues, service instructions and other field service guides, refer to the Marvin Service Manual,
visit our website at www.marvin.com, or contact your Marvin representative.
Regional standard practices, environmental conditions, and codes may vary and supersede the
procedures contained within. The responsibility for compliance is yours: the installer, inspector, and
owner(s).
The procedures within these instructions are consistent with those used in testing to achieve the advertised DP
rating.

2015-06-29
19970017

Wood Ultimate Double Hung
Operation and Maintenance
To operate the Wood Ultimate Double Hung window, unlock
the sash lock by rotating the sash lock lever horizontally. Once
unlocked, push the bottom window sash upwards to the desired
position. To close, reverse the procedure.
Periodically clean the vinyl jamb liners where the sash slides. Keep
them dirt and grease free by washing with a gentle dish detergent.
Wipe jamb carriers dry before use.

How to Tilt the Wood Ultimate Double Hung
Sash
NOTE: For instructions on how to safely tilt or remove your Wood
Ultimate Double Hung Magnum sash, see your local dealer
or distributor.
To tilt the bottom sash, unlock the sash and raise it about 4” (102 mm)
up from the sill. With one hand, rotate the tilt lever (nestled in the
sash lock base) until it stops and you’ve heard a click. Use the other
hand to grasp the top of the sash and pull it in towards you until the
top rail of the sash clears the frame. Release the sash tilt lever and
use both hands to lower the sash to a horizontal position.
Tilt Lever

1. Raise bottom sash about 4” (102
mm). Rotate the tilt lever until you’ve
heard a click.
2. Pull sash towards you until it
clears the frame.
3. Grasp the top of the sash and
gently lower it into a horizontal
position.
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To tilt the top sash, lower the sash about halfway and use both hands
to simultaneously pull in on the tilt latches located on the top rail of
the sash. While holding in on the latches, pull the sash inwards until
the top of the sash clears the frame. Release the tilt latches and ease
the top of the sash down to a horizontal position.
NOTE: The top sash is not tiltable on a Single Hung window.

How to Remove the Wood Ultimate Double
Hung Sash
Tilt the bottom sash as described in the previous section. When the
sash is in a horizontal position, lift both sides of the sash upward 2”3” (51-76 mm) raising pivot pins out of each clutch. Now rotate the
sash until pivot pins clear the jambs and remove the bottom sash
from the frame.

Next, tilt the top sash using the same technique described in the
previous section. When the sash is in a horizontal position, lift
both sides upward 2”-3” (51-76 mm) raising pivot pins out of the
clutch. Finally rotate the sash until the pivot pins clear the jambs and
remove the top sash from the frame.

How to Replace the Wood Ultimate Double
Hung Sash

Ultimate Double Hung Magnum
Some significant differences between the Magnum and other
Marvin Double Hung windows are higher performance ratings
and availability of very large double and single hung windows.
Another difference is that when opening the Magnum window it
will stop before it reaches the fully open position. Contact your local
Marvin dealer for detailed instructions on how to safely tilt and/or
remove the sash.

Hold the sash exterior side up with the top rail facing towards you.
Rotate and insert the sash so the sash pins clear the frame and place
it so the lower sash pin is 2”-4” (51-76 mm) above the clutch. Rotate
the sash to the horizontal position and lower it down until the pivot
pins are fully seated into the clutches. Simultaneously pull in on both
tilt latches and tilt the sash up into place. Release the tilt latches
and operate the sash to ensure that the sash is operating smoothly.
Replace the bottom sash following the same procedure, except fully
engage the tilt lever prior to lifting the bottom sash into place.

Rotate the sash and insert it into
the frame.

Make sure tilt pins are correctly
seated in each clutch before
proceeding.

Clutch

Windows

Marvin Owner's Manual
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Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation
Unit Features
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Collection:
Clad Ultimate Single Hung - Next Generation: CUSH-NG
Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation: CUDH-NG
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Picture - Next Generation: CUDHP-NG
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Transom - Next Generation: CUDHT-NG
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Bows and Bays - Next Generation: CUDHBB-NG
Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation IZ3: CUDH-NG IZ3
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Picture - Next Generation IZ3: CUDHP-NG IZ3
Clad Ultimate Double Hung Transom - Next Generation IZ3: CUDHT-NG IZ3
NOTE: Clad Ultimate Double Hung Bows and Bays - Next Generation, Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation IZ3, Clad
Ultimate Double Hung Picture - Next Generation IZ3, and Clad Ultimate Double Hung Transom - Next Generation IZ3 are not
available with CE mark.
Frame:
 Frame thickness:
◦ 11/16" (17) thick at head and jambs
◦ 1 13/32" (36) thick at sill
 Frame Width: 4 9/16" (116)
Sash:
 Operating / Stationary Sash (Single Hung, Double Hung, Transom):
◦ Sash thickness: 1 3/4" (44), corner slot and tenoned
◦ Top rail height: 2 13/32" (61)
◦ Stiles width:1 21/32" (42)
◦ Bottom rail height (operating and stationary): 3 1/4" (83)
◦ Bottom rail height (transom): 2 3/4" (70)
 Stationary Picture Sash:
◦ Sash thickness: 1 3/4" (44), corner slot and tenoned
◦ Top rail height: 2 13/32" (61)
◦ Stile width: 2 13/32" (61)
◦ Bottom rail height: 3 1/4" (83)
 Standard exterior cope profile: Putty
 Standard interior wood cope sticking: Ogee
 Optional interior wood cope sticking: Square
Glass and Glazing:
 Glazing method: Insulating
 Glazing seal: Silicone glazed
 Standard glass is 7/8" (22) insulating Low E2 Argon or air
 Optional glass types: Low E3 Argon or air, Low E1 Argon or air, Laminated, Tempered, Obscure, Bronze tint, Gray tint, Green
tint, Reflective Bronze and decorative glass options
 Optional Tripane glass types: Low E1/E1 Argon or Krypton-Argon, Low E2/E2 Argon or Krypton-Argon, Low E3/E1 Argon or
Krypton-Argon
 Glazing will be altitude adjusted for higher elevations, Argon, Argon-Krypton, and Krypton gas not included
 StormPlus IZ3 has annealed exterior pane is default with the option to temper
 CUDHP-NG IZ3 product requires tempered glass on units above a glass square footage of 33.1.
NOTE: Egress may be affected when selecting specialty glass, please contact your Marvin representative

Ver 2015.1 2015-08-31

CUDH-NG-1

19972255
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Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation
Unit Features
CE Optional Glazing:
 Glazing method: Insulating
 Glazing seal: Silicone glazed
 Standard glass is 7/8" (22) insulating Low E2 Argon or air
 Optional dual glazing available: Low E1 Argon or air, Low E3 Argon or air, Low E2/ERS argon or air, Low E3/ERS Argon or air,
clear, laminated clear and tints, tempered, sandblasted
 Optional Tripane glass types: Low E1/E1 Argon or Krypton-Argon, Low E2/E2 Argon or Krypton-Argon, Low E3/E1 Argon or
Krypton-Argon
 Glass panes available in 3, 4, and 6 mm thicknesses
 Laminated panes available in 7.0 and 7.8 mm thicknesses
 Glazing will be altitude adjusted for higher elevations, Argon, Argon-Krypton, and Krypton gas not included
Weather Strip:
 Operating units:
◦ Jambs, Head Jamb: Foam-filled bulb
 Color: beige, black, and white
◦ Check rail: Hollow bulb
 Color: beige, black, and white
◦ Bottom rail: Hollow bulb
 Color: black
 Picture units:
◦ Jambs: Foam
◦ Header and bottom rail: Hollow bulb
Hardware:
 Multi-point locking system that provides locking, unlocking, venting, balancing, and tilting of the sash members
 Lock Actuator Assembly:
◦ Material
 Zinc die cast
 Standard finish: Satin Taupe
 Optional finish: White, Bronze, Matte Black, Brass, Antique Brass, Polished Chrome, Satin Chrome, Oil Rubbed Bronze, or
Satin Nickel
◦ Design features or components
 To unlock the unit, turn the handle 135°
 When bottom sash is operated first, top sash remains locked
 To open top sash, bottom sash must be in the closed position
 To lock the unit, both sash must be moved to the closed position
 Each sash automatically locks independent of the other, therefore, one sash may be open while the other is locked in closed
position
 To tilt the bottom sash for wash-mode, the bottom sash must be open; push the button on top of lock handle and rotate the
handle 180°
 To tilt the top sash for wash-mode, the bottom sash must be tilted and/or removed from frame; lower the top sash to a good
working height, retract the tilt latches on the top rail and tilt sash out of the frame

◦ Options
Non-tilt hardware is standard on units with structural brackets
Custodial hardware colors: satin taupe, white, bronze
 Latches
◦ Bottom sash latch, top sash latch, top sash tilt latch
◦ Optional factory applied Window Opening Control Device is available on operating units. Two devices will be applied to each
window and will default color match the lock handle color. WOCD is a device consisting of a zinc lever housed in a zinc shell on
the lower meeting rail of the secondary sash and an acetal stop on the bottom rail of the primary sash. Color: Satin Taupe,
White, Bronze, Matte Black, Brass, Antique Brass, Polished Chrome, Satin Chrome, Oil Rubbed Bronze, and Satin Nickel. This
device works in accordance to ASTM F2090-10 standard specification for window fall prevention devices with emergency
escape.
◦ Latches accommodate locking/un-locking, travel of sash in frame, vent mode, and tilting into wash-mode
◦ Injection-molded plastic
◦ Color: beige
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Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation
Section Details: Operating
Scale: 3" = 1' 0"
Double Hung

Lower Sash

Upper Sash

Jambs

Head Jamb and Sill
Single Hung

5 21/32"
(144)
4 9/16"
(116)

11/16"
(17)

Lower Sash

Upper Sash

1 1/2"
(38)

3 1/4"
(83)

1 1/2"
(38)

4 9/16"
(116) 5 21/32"
(144)
1 15/16"
(49)

Daylight
Opening

Frame
Size

Daylight
Opening

1 7/16"
(36)

1 15/32"
(37)
3 1/4"
(83)

4 27/32"
(123)

3 1/4"
(83)

1 15/32"
(37)
Daylight
Opening

3 1/4"
(83)

Frame
Size

Jambs

1 5/16"
(34) 2 7/32"
(56)

Head Jamb and Sill
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Clad Ultimate Double Hung - Next Generation
Section Details: Transom and Picture
Scale: 3" = 1' 0"
Transom

5 21/32Ǝ
(144)
4 9/16Ǝ
(116)

11/16Ǝ
(17)

3 1/4"
(83)

1 1/2Ǝ
(38)

1 1/2Ǝ
(38)

Daylight
Opening

Frame
Size

1 7/16Ǝ
(36)

4 9/16Ǝ
(116)

2 3/4Ǝ
3 23/32Ǝ (70)
(94)

1 5/16Ǝ
(34)

1 15/32Ǝ
(37)

2 7/32Ǝ
(57)

3 1/4"
(83)

5 21/32Ǝ
(144)

1 15/32Ǝ
(37)
Daylight
Opening

3 1/4"
(83)

Frame
Size

Head Jamb and Sill

5 21/32Ǝ
(144)
4 9/16Ǝ
(116)

Jambs

Picture
11/16Ǝ
(17)

3 1/4Ǝ
(82)

25/32Ǝ
(20)

Daylight
Opening

Frame
Size

1 15/32Ǝ
(37)

1 5/8Ǝ
(41)

4 9/16Ǝ
(116) 5 21/32Ǝ
(144)

3 1/4Ǝ
(83)
4 27/32Ǝ
(123)
1 5/16Ǝ
(34) 2 7/32Ǝ
(57)

1 15/32Ǝ
(37)
3 1/4Ǝ
(83)

1 15/32Ǝ
(37)
Daylight
Opening

3 1/4Ǝ
(83)

Frame
Size

Head Jamb & Sill
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used for windows 5-12

Infinity Insert Double Hung
Unit Features
Infinity Insert Double Hung: NINDH
Infinity Insert Double Hung Transom: NINDT
Infinity Insert Double Hung Picture: NINDP

Ultrex® Pultruded Fiberglass Frame:
Frame thickness: 7/8" (22) head jamb, 7/8" (22) side jamb, 25/32" (20) sill with 8 degree bevel
Frame depth: 3 1/4" (83)
 Exterior colors: Stone White, Sierra, Cashmere, Pebble Gray, Bahama Brown, Bronze
 Interior colors: Stone White, Sierra, EverWood™



Ultrex® Pultruded Fiberglass Sash:
Sash thickness: 1 3/8" (35)
Different sash option allows unequal sash heights, unique lite cuts for each sash or different glazing in each sash
 Operable sash tilt to interior for cleaning and removal
 Sash are replaceable but cannot be re-glazed
 Exterior colors: Stone White, Sierra, Cashmere, Pebble Gray, Bahama Brown, Bronze
 Interior colors: Stone White, Sierra, EverWood™



Hardware:
Lock and keeper:
◦ Mounted at the center of the top check rail or 12" (305) on center from either end on dual lock unit
◦ Zinc die-cast
 Sash lift:
◦ Factory drilled for a bottom sash lift
◦ Single lock units receive single lift, dual locks unit receive double lifts
◦ Zinc die-cast
 Balance system:
◦ Coil spring block and tackle with nylon cord and fiber filled nylon clutch
◦ Allows the sash to raise or lower from desired position
 Bottom sash tilt latches:
◦ Spring loaded tilt latches attached to upper corners of sash and operated with a button on the lock for easy tilting and sash
removal
◦ Tilt latches are mounted to the window stile and hidden under the check rail cover for a clean look
 Top sash tilt latches:
◦ Spring loaded tilt latches attached to upper corners of sash
◦ Injection molded nylon - white or beige
◦ Hidden from view in the frame header when window is closed
 Top sash hanger (fixed upper sash only):
◦ Attached to the frame securing the top sash making it stationary
◦ Metal stamped
◦ Color: white or beige
 Optional factory applied Window Opening Control Device
◦ Available on all operable units
◦ Color: white or beige
◦ This device works in accordance to ASMT F2090-10 standard specification for window fall prevention devices with emergency
escape


Weather Strip:
Frame:
◦ Jamb: foam filled bulb with flexible TPE skin
 Color: white or beige
◦ Parting stop: PVC with flexible hinged wand seal
 Color: white or beige
 Sash:
◦ Bottom sash: beige, hollow foam bulb type
◦ Check rail: beige, PVC with flexible hinged wand seal
 Stationary units:
◦ Continuous, foam weather strip at perimeter of sash
◦ Color: gray
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Infinity Insert Double Hung
Unit Features
Insect Screens:
Full screen
Optional half screen
 Extruded aluminum frame: 0.050" wall thickness
 Standard screen mesh material: charcoal fiberglass
◦ Optional screen mesh material: high transparency screen
 Corners are mitered and joined with an internal corner key, which are not visible
 Friction fit pins are integrated into the side of the screen
 Frame color: matches exterior frame color



Glass:
Glazing seal: silicone bedding on interior and exterior
Standard glass: Low E2 with Argon or air
 Optional glazing available: Low E1 with Argon or air, Low E3 with Argon or air, Low E3/ERS with Argon or air, tempered, obscure
 Decorative glass options include Glue Chip, Rain, Reed, Narrow Reed, or Frost
 Decorative glass is not available with Low E1, Low E3/ERS or STC/OITC
 Rain, Reed and Narrow Reed not available with SDL
 SDL available on Frost, annealed or tempered
 SDL available on Glue Chip, tempered glass required
 Insulating glass will be altitude adjusted with capillary tubes for higher elevations
 Argon gas is not available for elevations that require capillary tubes



Simulated Divided Lites (SDL):
7/8" (22) or 1 1/8" (29) SDL bar (interior and exterior)
2 11/32" (30) simulated rail (interior and exterior) - picture unit only
 Exterior color: matched to unit exterior
 Interior color: matched to interior - ABS material
 Pattern: equal rectangular, cottage, prairie, check rail



Gilles-Between-the-Glass (GBG):
11/16" (18) or 1" (25) contoured aluminum bar
Exterior: color matched to unit exterior
 The exterior GBG color is designed to best match the unit exterior color when used with Low E glass. The use of different types
of glazing options may alter the exterior GBG color appearance.
 Interior color: White, Satin Taupe, Sierra, Bronze
 Pattern: equal rectangular, cottage, prairie, check rail
 GBG’s are not available with dual 4.7mm glass panes. Refer to OMS for availability.



NOTE: GBG may not be available or may require tempered glass if the glass size is greater than 16 square feet or if the short side
dimension is greater than 48". Please contact your local Infinity Retailer or Infinity Support at 800-372-1072 to determine if
GBG is available for glass sizes exceeding these dimensions.

Head/Seat Board:
Use with bow and bay assemblies
Factory installed interior head board available in bare pine or oak
 Factory installed interior seat board available in bare pine or oak
 Factory installed insulated seat board with white or beige exterior aluminum skin
 Bay cable support
 Bow and bay jamb available from 4 9/16" (116) - 8 9/16" (217)
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Infinity Insert Double Hung
Section Details: Operator
Scale: 3" = 1' 0"
3 7/8"
(98)
1/2"
(13)

7/8"
(22)

7/8"
(22)

7/8"
(22)

Frame
Size

Daylight
Opening

2 3/32"
(53)

3 1/4"
(83)

3 1/4"
3 7/8"
(83)
(98)

2 3/8"
(61)

Daylight
Opening

2 3/32"
(53)

Daylight
Opening

2 3/32"
(53)

Frame
Size

Jambs

1 7/8"
(48)

25/32"
(20)

1 9/32"
(33)

Head Jamb and Sill

1/4"
(6)

7/8"
(22)

7/8"
(22)

7/8"
(22)

Frame
Size

Daylight
Opening

2 3/32"
(53)

3/16"
(5)

3/16"
(5)

3 1/4"
3 7/8"
(83)
(98)

2 3/8"
(61)

Daylight
Opening

1/2"
(13)

Daylight
Opening
2 3/32"
(53)

1 7/8"
(48)

1/2"
(13)
2 3/32"
(53)

Frame
Size
1 9/32"
(33)

Jambs

25/32"
(20)

Head Jamb and Sill
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INTRODUCTION
The Purpose of This Guide
This guide has been developed in response to numerous requests from homeowners asking for
information about methods the Metropolitan Airports Commission (MAC) has implemented
successfully to reduce interior noise levels in homes. This guide is intended as a means to share
information with homeowners about sound transmission; it explains the elements of the MAC’s
Residential Sound Mitigation Program within the federally‐recognized 65 DNL contour area.
This guide is not intended for use as a “how to” manual.
Who May Find This Guide Useful





Homeowners/Homebuyers
Builders
Cities
Realtors

DISCLAIMERS


This guide is intended to be used as an informational guide ‐ it is not
intended for use as a “how to” manual.



Insulating a home for noise reduction tends to tighten a home. Homeowners
should have their homes tested for indoor air quality before and after home
modifications.



Homeowners should consult with professional contractors for their home’s
individual needs (e.g., HVAC, windows and doors, etc.).



The Metropolitan Airports Commission claims no responsibility for decisions
homeowners make based on the information contained in this guide.



The Metropolitan Airports Commission takes no responsibility for decisions
homeowners may make based on any of the recommended reading and/or
reference materials contained in this pamphlet.



Any modifications completed by homeowners are the sole responsibility of
the homeowner.
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NOISE CONTROL BASICS
How Outside Noise Gets Inside a Home
Sound travels from the exterior to the interior of a home in two ways: through solid structural
elements and through the air.
Although sound energy in the form of vibrations can be deflected by solid structural elements
of a home – such as walls – some of those vibrations can make it through the walls and into a
home.
Openings in a home, such as space around windows and doors, mail slots and vents, allow air to
travel directly from the exterior to the interior of a home. Wherever air can infiltrate a home,
sound can as well.
Noise Level Reduction
A home’s Noise Level Reduction (NLR) is the number of decibels a home attenuates from its
exterior to interior when all openings (windows and doors) are closed.
Homes constructed in cold climates like Minnesota typically provide a NLR of between 27‐30 decibels
without additional measures to insulate against noise. So, for example, if 75 decibels of sound were
produced on the ground by a single aircraft overflight, 45 decibels of sound would be produced inside a
home that attenuates 30 decibels.

Reducing Sound Transmission into a Home
Some primary approaches for reducing sound transmission into a home are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eliminating openings
Using higher‐rated Sound Transmission Class (STC) windows and doors
Adding mass to walls or ceilings
Adding absorptive materials between the studs or joists in a wall

The STC rating is a measure of a material’s ability to insulate against sound; the higher the STC
rating, the better insulating properties the material will have. The MAC’s sound insulation
program uses a standard of 40 STC.
Generally, windows allow more noise inside a home than do walls. Because of this, the more
space windows take up on a wall the more the overall noise protection decreases. Typically,
using acoustical windows does more to improve the sound insulation performance than any
other design modification does.
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THE METROPOLITAN AIRPORTS COMMISSION’S (MAC) PROGRAM
The MAC’s Residential Sound Mitigation Program within the federally‐recognized 65 DNL noise
contour was very successful in reducing interior noise levels for homes within the most noise‐
impacted areas. According to homeowner surveys, the program has increased homeowners’
enjoyment of their homes by making it easier to watch television, talk on the phone and sleep
at night.
Below are the methods typically used to reduce transmission of exterior noise into a home; the
MAC has employed all of these methods to some degree:


Re‐conditioning or replacement of prime windows/doors



Installing acoustical storm windows/doors



Adding wall and attic insulation



Baffling roof and attic vents



Installing central air ‐conditioning (if not existing)



Modifying ventilation (when necessary for health and safety reasons)

Windows and Doors
A home’s interior noise level can be reduced through differing degrees of treatment. For
instance, some homes may only need their windows or doors re‐conditioned, while others may
need all new windows or a combination of the two.
To ensure the tightness necessary to achieve an STC 40 rating, homeowners may be able to re‐
condition their home’s existing prime windows or doors by:







Re‐glazing panes that are loose
Replacing cracked or broken panes
Installing weather stripping (both windows and doors)
Adding insulation to weight cavities
Installing vinyl jamb liners
Trimming sides of existing sashes to fit with new jamb liners

In more severe cases, complete replacement of window sashes or the entire window or door
may be necessary.
The MAC’s research showed that adding an operable acoustic storm window to a tight‐fitting
prime window results in an STC rating of 40. (A typical window with storm can provide an STC
rating between 27 and 30.)
New acoustic products are superior, but are also more expensive. Acoustical storm windows
and doors are significantly different from regular storms. They may have thicker glass and a
higher grade of aluminum, which act to prevent sound from entering a home, and are also very
5

effective at reducing air infiltration. (These products are not available through the standard
building supply stores.) When acoustical storm windows and doors are installed, two inches of
dead air space is created between the prime window or door and the storm. This dead air space
acts to prevent noise from entering a home.
Casement windows alone do not provide a high STC rating and acoustical storm windows cannot
be installed outside the crank‐out windows. Some options for casement windows include:




Replace windows with custom, acoustically‐rated casement windows with
extra‐thick glass
Replace windows with a new slider or double‐hung window with an
acoustical storm
Add an interior glazing panel to the existing casement window at the
screen location (not recommended for bedroom windows for safety and
code reasons)

Insulate Sidewalls




Sidewall cavities should be insulated to capacity. (This does not apply to homes
with brick, stucco or stone exterior siding.)
Insulate attic areas to capacity, or up to 14 inches, whichever is applicable.
Consult a home insulation contractor.

Baffle Roof Vents
Baffle roof vents in attic spaces to minimize noise transmission while still allowing airflow. A
baffle can be as simple as installing insulation board under the roof vent, while leaving both
ends open to allow the vent to operate normally.


Vent Baffling
- Attic vent baffling
- Roof vent baffling
- Chimney treatment (if required)
- Mail slot sealing



Sealing Attic Bypasses (This is more a treatment to improve indoor air
quality and to keep warm, moist air from migrating to the attic spaces,
helping to reduce ice dams during the winter.)

Install Central Air‐Conditioning
Installing central air‐conditioning or another type of cooling system allows people inside the
home to be comfortable during the warmer months without the need to open windows and
doors for a breeze.
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Through‐the ‐wall air‐conditioning units are not recommended, as they allow air, and thus noise,
to infiltrate the home.
The method and cost of adding central air‐conditioning depends on a home’s heating system. It
is relatively easy, in most cases, to add a central air‐conditioning system to homes with a forced
air heating system. It becomes more difficult and costly with hydronic (boiler heat) or gravity
(large “octopus” furnace) systems.
Consult a certified HVAC contractor for the best solution for your home.
A Word about House “Tightness” and Maintaining Proper Ventilation
Acoustic modifications tend to make houses “tighter.” For health and safety purposes, the
following is suggested:


Have your indoor air quality tested by a qualified professional.



Have your home’s furnace/boiler, water heater, and other gas combustion
appliances checked by a professional.



Correct any problems with venting or carbon monoxide production.



Ensure adequate fresh airflow through the house by installing a quiet, low‐
volume exhaust fan or a balanced ventilation system if necessary.



Have your home checked for tightness after acoustical retrofits are
completed.

TIPS ON CHOOSING CONSULTANTS AND CONTRACTORS


Prior to signing a contract with a contractor, know in advance what
treatments or improvements you are planning to have completed.



Invite multiple contractors to visit the home and provide cost estimates on
an identical scope of work.



Determine whether the contractor has experience with acoustic products or
installation of acoustically‐rated storm windows or doors.



Determine whether any of the work will be sub‐contracted. If so, investigate
the subcontractor(s) to the same degree as the primary contractor.



Ensure the contractor is licensed, bonded and insured. Verify that the
contractor’s license is current.



Ask for references.



Contact the Better Business Bureau to find out if the contractor has any
outstanding, un‐resolved complaints.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Wyle Laboratories
Web Site – www.wyle.com
“New Construction Acoustical Design Guide”
(http://www.highpointnc.gov/plan/docs/AirportNoise/ConstGuide.pdf)

Federal Aviation Administration
“FAA Guidelines for the Sound Insulation of Residences Exposed to Aircraft Noise” prepared by
Wyle Labs, October 1992 (can be found on www.wyleacoustics.com web site)
(http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/advisory_Circular/150_5000_9a_withReport.pdf)

United States Environmental Protection Agency
“A Do‐It‐Yourself Guide to Sealing and Insulating with Energy Star®: Sealing Air Leaks and
Adding Attic Insulation”
(http://www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/publications/pubdocs/DIY_Guide_May_2008.pdf)
Web site: www.energystar.gov
Phone: 1.888.782.7937
Metropolitan Airports Commission
Pat Mosites – Residential Noise Mitigation Program Manager
Phone: 612-713-7499
Address: 6040 28th Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55450
E‐mail: pat.mosites@mspmac.org
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Appendix A
PRODUCTS INSTALLED BY THE METROPOLITAN AIRPORTS COMMISSION
RESIDENTIAL SOUND MITIGATION PROGRAM
PRODUCT MANUFACTURERS’ CONTACT INFORMATION
A. Mon‐Ray, Inc.: 801 Boone Ave N, Golden Valley MN 55427; 800.544.3646
B. Sound Control Systems (SCS): 23 33 Eastbrook Dr, Brookings SD 57006; SD 57006; 800.334.1328

METAL DOORS
A. The following steel door manufactures have been approved by the MAC:
1. Peachtree, Inc. “Avanti” Series
2. Masonite International Corporation “Sta‐Tru‐HD” Series Entry Door System
3. Therma‐Tru “Profiles” or “Pro‐Edge”
4. PEM Millwork
5. Pella Premium Steel Entry Doors
6. Taylor “Uni‐Door” standard and fire‐rated models
B. The following Steel Terrace models have been approved:
1. Peachtree “Prado” Patio Doors
2. Andersen 200 Series Hinged Inswing Patio Door
FIBERGLASS DOORS
A. The following prime door manufacturers, subject to compliance with this Specification and Sound
Insulation requirements, are approved:
1. Peachtree “Newport”
2. Peachtree “Newport Vintage”
3. Masonite International Corporation “Parliament 8 Panel”
4. Therma‐Tru “Fiber Classic” Embossed Series
B. The following terrace door manufacturers subject to compliance with this Specification and Sound
Insulation requirements, are approved:
1. Masonite International Corporation “Wood Grain Textured”
2. Therma‐Tru “Fiber Classic” Patio Door System

WOOD DOORS AND FRAMES
A. The following manufacturers, subject to compliance with the Specifications and Noise Mitigation
requirements are approved:
1. Wood Solid Core doors
a. Doorcraft Doors by Jeld‐Wen
b. Eggers Industries
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c. Graham Manufacturing
d. Mohawk Doors by Masonite
e. Lynden Flush Door
f. Illinois Flush Door
g. Young Door Company
2. Wood Door Panels
a. Buffelen Doors
b. Simpson Doors
3. Wood Swinging Patio Doors
a. Buffelen “Thermal” B‐5001, B‐5510, B5515
b. Marvin “Wood Inswing French Door”
c. Park‐Vue Swinging Pation Door
d. Simpson “Mastermark” Exterior French Doors
e. Andersen 400 Series Frenchwood Hinged Patio Door
4. Wood Sliding Patio Doors
a. Marvin “Slding” Pation Door
b. Marvin “Ultimate Sliding” French Patio Door
c. Park‐Vue Patio Door
d. Larson W‐82 AL Clad Wood
e. Andersen Narrowline Gliding Patio Door
f. Andersen 400 Series Frenchwood Gliding Patio Door
5. Stave Appearance Doors
a. Pinecrest
B. Approved Acoustical Storm Panels for prime door applications:
1. New acoustical storm panel, 1.4” laminated glass: Monray 603‐DP and Sound Control
Systems (SCS) S703‐D

SLIDING GLASS STORM DOORS
Mon‐Ray, Inc.
Colors: White, Tan, Brown
805‐PSD with 1/8" tempered glass

Sound Control Systems (SCS)
Colors: White, Tan, Brown
T82 w/ insulated glass and integral
3/16” tempered glass storm door

Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the discretion of the
manufacturer. All glazing in sliding glass storm doors shall meet the International Building Code
requirements for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

STORM DOORS
Mon‐Ray, Inc.

Sound Control Systems (SCS)

Hess Manufacturing

White, Tan, Brown, Green

White, Tan, Brown, Green

White, Brown, Green

802‐L with 3/16” glass

SCS 720‐04 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

803‐S with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐04 with 3/16” glass

FL with 1/8” glass

803‐SG with 1/8” glass

‐‐

FL‐G with 1/8” glass

803‐H with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐37 with 3/16” glass

WT with 1/8” glass
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803‐HG with 1/8” glass
803‐P with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐41 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730‐36 with 3/16” glass

WT‐G with 1/8” glass
CLA with 1/8” glass

803‐PG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐42 with 3/16” glass

CLA‐G with 1/8”glass

803‐X with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐35 with 3/16” glass

CB with 1/8” glass

803‐XG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐43 with 3/16” glass

CB‐G with 1/8” glass

803‐M with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐36 NP with 3/16” glass

HL with 1/8” glass

803‐MG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐42 NP with 3/16” glass

HL‐G with 1/8” glass

803‐T with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐35 SPL with 3/16” glass

JT with 1/8” glass

803‐TG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐43 SPL with 3/16” glass

JT‐G with 1/8” glass

804‐S with 1/8” glass

SCS 720‐33 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐L with 1/8” glass at inserts
and 1/4” laminated glass at
kickpanel

SCS 720‐34 with 3/16” glass at
inserts and 1/4" laminated glass
at kickpanel

‐‐

804‐H with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐07 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐HG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐41 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐P with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐03 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐PG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐42 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐X with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐06 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐XG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐06 with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐M with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐03 NP with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐MG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐42 NP with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐T with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐03 SPL with 3/16” glass

‐‐

804‐TG with 1/8” glass

SCS 730‐42 SPL with 3/16” glass

‐‐

Acoustical panel at P‐150 with
1/4" laminated glass security
door

SCS S744‐D with 1/4" laminated
glass

‐‐

Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the discretion of the
manufacturer. All glazing in storm doors shall meet the International Building Code requirements for
safety glass and be clearly labeled.

VINYL WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS
A. Vinyl Windows. Only the following non‐acoustically rated vinyl window models from respective
manufacturers shall be used:
1. Thermal Line Windows
a. Model 1090, Double‐hung
b. Model 1030, Glider
c. Model 1040/1050, Fixed
d. Model 1010, Casement
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2. Tru‐View by Lindsay Sash, Inc.
a. Model 710 Double‐hung
b. Model 730 Slider
c. Model 840 Casement, Fixed
3. Andersen Windows – Renewal Series (Fibrex)
a. Double‐hung Window
b. Awning Window
c. Fixed Window
d. Gliding Window
e. Casement Window
B. Vinyl Sliding Patio Doors. Only the following non‐acoustically rated vinyl sliding patio doors shall be
used:

1. Thermal Line 5100 patio doors, for use with existing or new wood blindstops and brickmolds
2. Andersen Perma‐Shield Gliding Patio Door
VINYL WINDOWS WITH INTEGRAL STORM WINDOWS
A. Approved Manufacturers:
1. Sound Solutions Windows
404300 Series Min. 40 STC
Vinyl Window
White, Tan
DH*: 1/8” DS 1/2” air, 1/4” glass
Slider: 1/8” DS 1/2” air, 1/4” glass

Aluminum Storm
White,Tan, Brown
min. 1/8” DS glass
min. 1/8” DS glass

2. Harvey Windows
Vinyl Window
White, Tan

Aluminum Storm
White, Tan, Brown

DH: 1/8” glass, 5/8” air, 3/32” glass
Slider: 1/8” glass, 5/8” air, 3/32” glass

min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass

3. Mon‐Ray Inc.
Vinyl Window
White, Tan

Aluminum Storm
White, Tan, Brown

DH (8400): 1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8” glass
Slider (8500): 1/8” glass, 1/2” air, 1/8” glass
DH (7400): 1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8” glass
Slider (7500): 1/8” glass, 7/16”, air, 3/16” glass

min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass

4. Sound Control Systems (SCS)
Vinyl Window
White, Tan, Brown
Casement (T803): 3/16” glass, 15/32” air, 1/8” glass
Slider (T603/604): 1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8” glass
DH Extreme Tandem: 1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8” glass
Picture (T503/504): 1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8” glass
* DH = Double‐hung

Aluminum Storm
White, Tan, Brown
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass
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Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the discretion of the
manufacturer. All glazing in storm windows shall meet the International Building Code requirements
for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

STORM WINDOWS
Mon‐Ray, Inc.
White, Tan, Brown
604 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single glazed
or w/ min. 1/8” glass at thermal glazed
or w/ min. 1/8” glass

Sound Control Systems
White, Tan, Brown
S203 w/ min. 3/16” glass

DH Flush

504 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single glazed,
or w/ min. 1/8” glass thermal glazed, or
w/ min. 1/8” glass

S204 w/ min. 3/16” glass

DH Overlap

404 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single glazed,
or w/ min. 1/8” glass thermal glazed, or
w/ min. 1/8” glass

‐‐

DH Overlap

604 w/ min. 1/8” glass w/min. 3/16”
glass

S203 OL w/ min. 3/16” glass

Slider Recessed

605 w/ min. 1/4” glass

S603 w/ min. 1/4 “laminated glass

Slider Flush

505 w/ min. 3/16” glass

S604 w/ min. 3/16” glass

Slider Overlap

405 w/ min. 1/4” glass

‐‐

Slider Overlap

605 w/ min. 1/4” glass

S603 OL w/ min.1/4” laminated
glass

Fixed Recessed

603 w/ min. 3/16” glass

S503 w/ min. 3/16” glass

Fixed Flush

503 w/ min. 3/16” glass

S504 w/ min. 3/16” glass

Fixed Overlap

402 or 403 w/ min. 3/16” glass

‐‐

Fixed Overlap

603 w/ min. 3/16” glass

S503 OL w/ min. 3/16” glass

Fixed Min. Frame
Fixed Min. Frame

P‐170 w/ min. 3/16” glass
‐‐

‐‐
S703 w/ min. 3/16” glass

Exterior Storm Panel
at Inswing Sash
Interior
Glazing Panel

P‐170‐PL w/ min. 3/16” glass

S703 w/ min. 3/16” glass

P‐150 w/ min. 3/16" tempered glass
P‐150 w/ V‐seal, min. 1/4" lam. glass
P‐150 w/ adjustable stop, min. 3/16”
tempered glass

‐‐

Interior
Glazing Panel
Interior
Glazing Panel

503‐PL w/ min. 3/16” tempered glass
603‐PL w/ min. 3/16” tempered glass
P‐130 w/ min. 3/16” tempered glass

‐‐

Operable Skylight
Glazing Panel

503‐POS w/ 1/4" laminated glass

S734 O w/ min. 3/16” laminated
glass

DH* Recessed

S744 w/ min. 3/16” safety glass
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Fixed Skylight
Glazing Panel

503‐PFS w/ 1/4" laminated glass

S734 S w/ min. 3/16” laminated
glass

Metal Prime
Window Slider

1500 w/ 1/8” DSB glass

‐‐

Metal Prime
Window DH
* DH = Double‐hung

1400 w/ 1/8” DSB glass

‐‐

Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the discretion of the
manufacturer. All glazing in storm windows shall meet the International Building Code requirements
for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

WOOD AND CLAD WOOD WINDOWS
A. Fixed acoustical window units listed below may be of any sash construction type as long as the sash
frame and glazing type match the unit that was tested and approved. Only the following wood
window manufacturers and models shall be used:
1. Marvin Windows: Double‐hung, slider and fixed windows. Acoustical casement, acoustical
awning and acoustical fixed windows and clad Ultimate double‐hung w/ operable aluminum
storm window ‐ 1/8" annl
2. Vetter Windows: Fixed windows
3. Windsor Windows: Fixed windows
4. A‐Craft Windows: Double‐hung and fixed windows. Acoustical fixed window.
5. Loewen Windows: Acoustical casement, awning and fixed windows. Double‐hung and fixed
windows.
6. H‐Window Company: Acoustical pivot awning and fixed windows
7. For Cottage/Inswing windows:
a. Sashes: A & A Millwork, Marvin, A‐Craft, Kampmann Sash & Door Inc.
b. Frames: A & A Millwork, Shaw Lumber, A‐Craft, Kampmann Sash and Door Inc. and
Lamperts.
8. Kolbe & Kolbe: Double‐hung and fixed windows. Only non‐clad units are approved.
9. Pella Architect Series: Aluminum Clad Wood
a. Casement: Insulated Glass
b. Double‐hung: Insulated Glass
c. Fixed Frame: Insulated Glass
10. Andersen Windows – Renewal Series (Fibrex)
a. Double‐hung
b. Awning Window
c. Fixed Window
d. Gliding Window
e. Casement Window
12. Larson Manufacturing – Larson AL Clad Wood Windows
a. Double‐hung, W200
b. Picture Window: W500
c. Horizontal Sliding Window: W‐600
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d. Fixed Narrow Lite w/storm: W‐700
13. Hurd Windows – Premium Clad Wood
a. Double‐hung
b. Sliding Window
14. SP Custom Carpentry Windows
a. Double‐hung
b. Sliding Window
c. Fixed Window
B. The styles for wood prime double‐hung, including fixed windows of double‐hung sash construction,
shall be classified as follows:
1. Wood finish jambs Marvin Windows, Loewen Windows
2. Vinyl jamb liners A‐Craft Windows, Kolbe & Kolbe, Lindsay Windows

PRIME WINDOW RECONDITIONING AND SASH REPLACEMENT
A. Only the following replacement wood sashes/jamb liner kits from respective manufacturers shall be
used: A‐Craft Windows, Marvin Windows, Lindsay Windows, Loewen Windows or Kolbe & Kolbe.
B. Only the following jamb liner assemblies shall be used for reconditioning existing double‐hung wood
sashes: A‐Craft Windows, J.W. Window Components, Marvin Windows, Mon‐Ray MR‐RC, or Lindsay
Windows.

AIR‐CONDITIONING AND FURNACE COMPONENTS
A. Gas‐fired furnaces and sealed combustion gas‐fired furnaces: Armstrong, Gibson, Nordyn, Trane,
Lennox, Carrier, Bryant, Arcoaire, RUUD, Heil, Tempstar, Amana, Luxaire, Comfortmaker, Janitrol by
Goodman Manufacturing, Evcon, York or equal.
B. Residential air‐cooled condensing units: Trane, Lennox, Carrier, Bryant, Arcoaire, RUUD, Heil,
Tempstar, Luxaire, Comfortmaker, Janitrol by Goodman Manufacturing, Villager ACS Series, Evcon,
York, Gibson, Nordyne, Philco or equal.
C. Ductless air conditioning units: Sanyo, Mitsubishi, Bryant, Carrier, Goodman, Samsung, Fujitsu, LG
Electronics or equal.
D. High‐velocity air‐conditioning: SpacePak ‐ Local rep: J.L.Sontag 952‐933‐7768, Model No: ESP‐2430
D/V Unico (Auer Steel 763‐971‐2010), Model M Series.

FIREPLACE DAMPERS
A. The following exterior fireplace damper shall be used (no substitutions):
1. Chim‐A‐Lator Delux
INSULATION
A. The following insulation shall be used in attics and in non brick, rock, stucco, or masonry side walls:
1. Blown Cellulose
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Attachment C

June 2011

Approved Noise Mitigation Products
METAL DOORS
A. The following steel door manufactures have been approved by MAC.
1. Peachtree, Inc. “Avanti” Series.
2. Masonite International Corporation “Sta-Tru-HD” Series Entry Door System.
3. Therma-Tru “Profiles” or “Pro-Edge.”
4. PEM Millwork
5. Pella Premium Steel Entry Doors
6. Taylor “Uni-Door” standard and fire-rated models
7. ProVia 20 Gauge Metal Door
B. The following Steel Terrace models have been approved
1. Peachtree “Prado” Patio Doors.
2. Andersen 200 Series Hinged Inswing Patio Door
FIBERGLASS DOORS
A. The following prime door manufacturers, subject to compliance with this Specification
and Sound Insulation requirements, are approved:
1. Peachtree “Newport.”
2. Peachtree “Newport Vintage.”
3. Masonite International Corporation “Parliament 8 Panel”
4. Masonite International Corporation “Belleville”
5. Therma-Tru “Fiber Classic” Embossed Series.
6. ProVia Signet Fiberglass Door
B. The following terrace door manufacturers subject to compliance with this Specification
and Sound Insulation requirements, are approved:
1. Masonite International Corporation “Wood Grain Textured”
2. Therma-Tru “Fiber Classic” Patio Door System.

WOOD DOORS AND FRAMES
A. The following manufacturers, subject to compliance with the Specifications and Noise Mitigation
requirements are approved:
1. Wood Solid Core doors
a. Eggers Industries
b. Graham Manufacturing
c. Mohawk Doors by Masonite
d. Lynden Flush Door
e. Illinois Flush Door
f. Young Door Company
2. Wood Door Panels
a. Buffelen Doors
b. Simpson Doors
3. Wood Swinging Patio Doors
a. Buffelen “Thermal” B-5001, B-5510, B5515
b. Marvin “Wood Inswing French Door”
c. Park-Vue Swinging Pation Door
d. Simpson “Mastermark” Exterior French Doors
e. Andersen 400 Series Frenchwood Hinged Patio Door.
4. Wood Sliding Patio Doors
a. Marvin “Slding” Pation Door
b. Marvin “Ultimate Sliding” French Patio Door
c. Park-Vue Patio Door
d. Larson W-82 AL Clad Wood
e. Andersen Narrowline Gliding Patio Door
f. Andersen 400 Series French Wood Gliding Patio Door
5. Stave Appearance Doors
a. Pinecrest
B. Approved of Acoustical Storm Panels for prime doot applications.
1. New acoustical storm panel, 1.4” laminated glass: Monray 603-DP and Sound Control Systems
(SCS) S703-D.

SLIDING GLASS STORM DOORS

Colors

Mon-Ray, Inc.
White, Tan, Brown
805-PSD with 1/8" tempered
Glass

Sound Control Systems (SCS)
White, Tan, Brown
T82 w/ insulated glass and integral
3/16” tempered glass storm door

Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the manufacturer’s
discretion. All glazing in sliding glass storm doors shall meet the International Building Code
requirements for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

STORM DOORS

Colors

Mon-Ray, Inc.
White, Tan, Brown,
Green
802-L with 3/16” glass
803-S with 1/8” glass
803-SG with 1/8” glass
803-H with 1/8” glass
803-HG with 1/8” glass
803-P with 1/8” glass
803-PG with 1/8” glass
803-X with 1/8” glass
803-XG with 1/8” glass
803-M with 1/8” glass
803-MG with 1/8” glass
803-T with 1/8” glass
803-TG with 1/8” glass
804-S with 1/8” glass
804-L with 1/8” glass
at inserts and 1/4"
laminated glass at
Kickpanel
804-H with 1/8” glass
804-HG with 1/8” glass
804-P with 1/8” glass
804-PG with 1/8” glass
804-X with 1/8” glass
804-XG with 1/8” glass
804-M with 1/8” glass
Mon-Ray, Inc.
804-MG with 1/8” glass
804-T with 1/8” glass
804-TG with 1/8” glass

Sound Control Systems (SCS)
White, Tan, Brown, Green

Hess Manufacturing
White, Brown, Green

SCS 720-04 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-04 with 3/16” glass
-SCS 730-37 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-41 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-36 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-42 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-35 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-43 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-36 NP with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-42 NP with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-35 SPL with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-43 SPL with 3/16” glass
SCS 720-33 with 3/16” glass
SCS 720-34 with 3/16” glass
at inserts and 1/4" laminated
glass at kickpanel.

-FL with 1/8” glass
FL-G with 1/8” glass
WT with 1/8” glass
WT-G with 1/8” glass
CLA with 1/8” glass
CLA-G with 1/8”glass
CB with 1/8” glass
CB-G with 1/8” glass
HL with 1/8” glass
HL-G with 1/8” glass
JT with 1/8” glass
JT-G with 1/8” glass
---

SCS 730-07 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-41 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-03 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-42 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-06 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-06 with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-03 NP with 3/16” glass
Sound Control Systems (SCS)
SCS 730-42 NP with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-03 SPL with 3/16” glass
SCS 730-42 SPL with 3/16” glass

-----------

Acoustical P-150 with 1/4"
SCS S744-D with 1/4"
panel at
laminated glass
laminated glass
-security
door
Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the manufacturer’s
discretion. All glazing in storm doors shall meet the International Building Code requirements
for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

VINYL WINDOWS AND PATIO DOORS
A. Vinyl Windows. Only the following non-acoustically rated vinyl window models from
respective manufacturers shall be used:
1. Thermal Line Windows:
a. Model 1090, Double Hung.
b. Model 1030, Glider.
c. Model 1040/1050, Fixed.
d. Model 1010, Casement.
2. Tru-View by Lindsay Sash, Inc.:
a. Model 710 Double Hung.
b. Model 730 Slider.
c. Model 840 Casement, Fixed.
3. Andersen Windows – Renewal Series - (Fibrex)
1a. Double Hung Window
b. Awning Window
c. Fixed Window
d. Gliding Window
e. Casement Window
f. Casement with Internal storm Panel EJ Frame.
g.Casement with Internal Storm with Base Frame.
B. Vinyl Sliding Patio Doors. Only the following non-acoustically rated vinyl sliding patio
doors shall be used:
1.Thermal Line 5100 patio doors, for use with existing or new wood blindstops and
brickmolds.
2. Andersen Perma-Shield Gliding Patio Door

VINYL WINDOWS WITH INTEGRAL STORM WINDOWS
A. Approved Manufacturers:
1.
Sound Solutions Windows
404300 Series Min. 40 STC
Window type
Vinyl Window
Colors
White, Tan
DH
Slider
Picture (4055010)
Casement
(Models 4056010/20/30)

2.

Harvey Windows
Window type
Vinyl Window
Colors
White, Tan
DH
Slider

3.

1/8” glass, 5/8” air, 3/32”
glass
1/8” glass, 5/8” air, 3/32”
glass

Mon-Ray Inc.
Window type
Vinyl Window
Colors
White, Tan
DH (8400)
Slider (8500)
DH (7400)
Slider (7500)

4.

1/8” DS 1/2” air, 1/4”
glass
1/8” DS 1/2” air, 1/4”
Glass
7/8" IG 1/2" air, 1/8"
Annealed glass
7/8" IG 1/2" air, 1/8"
annealed glass

1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 1/2” air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 9/16”. air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 7/16”, air, 3/16”
glass

Sound Control Systems (SCS)
Window type
Vinyl Window
Colors
Casement
(T803)
Slider
(T603/604)
DH Extreme
Tandem
Picture
(T503/504)

White, Tan, Brown
3/16” glass, 15/32” air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8”
glass
1/8” glass, 9/16” air, 1/8”
glass

Aluminum Storm
White,Tan, Brown
min. 1/8” DS glass
min. 1/8” DS glass
min. 3/16" annealed glass
min. 1/8" annealed glass

Aluminum Storm
White,Tan, Brown
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass

Aluminum Storm
White,Tan, Brown
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass
min. 1/8” glass

Aluminum Storm
White,Tan, Brown
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass
min. 3/16” glass

B. Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the manufacturer’s
discretion. All glazing in storm windows shall meet the International Building Code
requirements for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

STORM WINDOWS
Window type

Mon-Ray, Inc.

Colors
DH Recessed

White, Tan, Brown, White,
Tan, Brown, White
604 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single
ST1 w/min 1/8” glass
glazed or w/ min. 1/8” glass at
thermal glazed or w/ min. 1/8” glass
504 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single
S204 w/ min. 3/16” glass
ST2 w/min 1/8” glass
glazed, or w/ min. 1/8” glass thermal
glazed, or w/ min. 1/8” glass
404 w/ min. 3/16” glass at single
-glazed, or w/ min. 1/8” glass thermal
glazed, or w/ min. 1/8” glass
604 w/ min. 1/8” glass
S203 OL w/ min. 3/16” glass
605 w/ min. 1/4” glass
S603 w/ min. 1/4 “laminated glass
505 w/ min. 3/16” glass
S604 w/ min. 3/16” glass
405 w/ min. 1/4” glass
-605 w/ min. 1/4” glass
S603 OL w/ min.1/4” laminate glass
603 w/ min. 3/16” glass
S503 w/ min. 3/16” glass
503 w/ min. 3/16” glass
S504 w/ min. 3/16” glass
402 or 403 w/ min. 3/16” glass
-603 w/ min. 3/16” glass
S503 OL w/ min. 3/16” glass
P-170 w/ min. 3/16” glass
--S703 w/ min. 3/16” glass
P-170-PL w/ min. 3/16” glass
S703 w/ min. 3/16” glass

DH Flush

DH Overlap

DH Overlap
Slider Recessed
Slider Flush
Slider Overlap
Slider Overlap
Fixed Recessed
Fixed Flush
Fixed Overlap
Fixed Overlap
Fixed Min. Frame
Fixed Min. Frame
Exterior storm
panel at inswing
sash
Window type
Interior Glazing
Panel

Interior Glazing
Panel

Interior Glazing
Panel
Operable Skylight
Glazing Panel
Fixed Skylight
Glazing Panel
Metal Prime
Window Slider
Metal Prime
Window DH

Wood Combination:

Sound Control Systems
(SCS)
Tan, Brown, White
S203 w/ min. 3/16” glass

Mon-Ray, Inc.
P-150 w/ min. 3/16" tempered glass
P-150 w/ V-seal, min. 1/4" lam. glass
P-150 w/ adjustable stop, min. 3/16”
tempered glass
503-PL w/ min. 3/16” tempered
glass
603-PL w/ min. 3/16” tempered
glass
P-130 w/ min. 3/16” tempered glass

Sound Control Systems
----

503-POS w/ 1/4" laminated glass
503-PFS w/ 1/4" laminated glass
1500 w/ 1/8” DSB glass

--

1400 w/ 1/8” DSB glass

--

S&P

ST2 Style Wood – Paintable/ Aluminum
White, Tan , Brown w/Min. 1/8”DS
clear annealed glass at PR‐1, or PR‐2.

S&P

--S744 w/ min. 3/16” safety
glass
S734 O w/ min. 3/16”
laminated glass
S734 S w/ min. 3/16”
laminated glass

‐
‐
‐

WD w/min 1/8” glass

Historic

Note: The above products may be used with thicker glass than specified, at the manufacturer’s
discretion. All glazing in storm windows shall meet the International Building Code requirements
for safety glass and be clearly labeled.

WOOD AND CLAD WOOD WINDOWS
A. Fixed acoustical window units listed below may be of any sash construction type as long
as the sash frame and glazing type match the unit that was tested and approved. Only
the following wood window manufacturers and models shall be used:
1. Marvin Windows: Double hung, slider and fixed windows. Acoustical casement,
acoustical awning and acoustical fixed windows and clad Ultimate double hung w/ operable aluminum
storm window - 1/8" annl
2. Vetter Windows: Fixed windows.
3. Windsor Windows: Fixed windows.
4. A-Craft Windows: Double hung and fixed windows. Acoustical fixed window.
5. Loewen Windows: Acoustical casement, awning and fixed windows. Double hung
and fixed windows.
6. H-Window Company: Acoustical pivot awning and fixed windows.
7. For Cottage/ Inswing windows:
a. Sashes: A & A Millwork, Marvin, A-Craft, Kampmann Sash & Door Inc.
b. Frames: A & A Millwork, Shaw Lumber, A-Craft, Kampmann Sash and Door Inc.
and Lamperts.
8. Kolbe & Kolbe: Double hung and fixed windows. Only non-clad units are approved.
9. Pella Architect Series: Aluminum Clad Wood
a. Casement: Insulated Glass
b. Double Hung: Insulated Glass
c. Fixed Frame: Insulated Glass
10. Andersen Windows – Renewal Series (Fibrex)
a. Double Hung
b. Awning Window
c. Fixed Window
d. Gliding Window
e. Casement Window
f. Casement with Internal storm Panel EJ Frame.
g.Casement with Internal Storm with Base Frame.
12. Larson Manufacturing – Larson AL Clad Wood Windows
a. Double Hung, W200
b. Picture Window: W500
c. Horizontal Sliding Window: W-600
d. Fixed Narrow Lite w/storm: W-700
13. Hurd Windows – Premium Clad Wood
a. Double Hung
b. Sliding Window
14. SP Custom Carpentry Windows
a. Double Hung
b. Sliding Window
c. Fixed Window
B. The styles for wood prime double hung, including fixed windows of double hung sash
construction, shall be classified as follows:
1. Wood finish jambs Marvin Windows, Loewen Windows
2. Vinyl jamb liners A-Craft Windows, Kolbe & Kolbe, Lindsay Windows.

PRIME WINDOW RECONDITIONING AND SASH REPLACEMENT
A. Only the following replacement wood sashes/ jamb liner kits from respective
manufacturers shall be used: A-Craft Windows, Marvin Windows, Lindsay Windows,
Loewen Windows or Kolbe & Kolbe.
B. Only the following jamb liner assemblies shall be used for reconditioning existing double
hung wood sashes: A-Craft Windows, J.W. Window Components, Marvin Windows,
Mon-Ray MR-RC, Lindsay Windows, or SP Custom Window wood jamb liner.

AIR CONDITIONING AND FURNACE COMPONENTS
A. Gas-fired furnaces and sealed combustion gas-fired furnaces: Armstrong, Gibson,
Nordyn, Trane, Lennox, Carrier, Bryant, Arcoaire, RUUD, Heil, Tempstar, Amana,
Luxaire, Comfortmaker, Janitrol by Goodman Manufacturing, Evcon, York or equal.
B. Residential air-cooled condensing units: Trane, Lennox, Carrier, Bryant, Arcoaire,
RUUD, Heil, Tempstar, Luxaire, Comfortmaker, Janitrol by Goodman Manufacturing, Villager
ACS Series, Evcon, York, Gibson, Nordyne, Philco or equal.
C. Ductless air conditioning units: Sanyo, Mitsubishi, Bryant, Carrier, Goodman ,
Samsung, Fujitsu, LG Electronics or equal.
D. High velocity air conditioning:
SpacePak - Local rep: J.L.Sontag 952-933-7768, Model No: ESP-2430 D/V
Unico (Auer Steel 763-971-2010), Model M Series

FIREPLACE DAMPERS
A. The following exterior fireplace damper shall be used (no substitutions)
1. Chim-A-Lator Delux

INSULATION
A. The following insulation shall be used in attics and in non brick, rock, stucco, or masonry side walls.
1. Blown Cellulose.

